Where to See Regional Public Art

For a map of artwork locations, visit www.regionofwaterloo.ca/publicart and/or
pick up a copy of Extraordinary Spaces, a series of brochures that showcase
public art locations across Waterloo Region:





The Region's Grand Views
Kitchener's Downtown Stroll
Waterloo's Uptown Trek
Cambridge's River Walk

Title: The Lion and the Lamb
Artist: Ernest Daetwyler
Location: Waterloo Region Police Services - Division 3, Weber St., Waterloo
Created: 2013
Description: Taken from the insignia of the Waterloo Regional Police the two
animal figures of the lion and the lamb have been interpreted in a unique and
different way. The powerful and strong, but relaxed lion is posed lying on its side, its
tail moving languidly signifying the composure of a contented cat. The newborn
lamb, while vulnerably close, is unworried as it looks upon the lion. The lamb
stands for youth, getting its first shaky legs of independence as do many students
who enter university life in Waterloo. The lion represents community and
establishment, patient to let the youthful lamb explore its independence but
watchful and protective. The sculpture presents an overall positive message with
elements of peace, prosperity and protection.

Title: The Tree of Life
Artist: Ernest Daetwyler
Location: Sunnyside Campus, 247 Franklin Street N., Kitchener
Created: 2012
Description: The sculptural work is an intricate tree with its branches and roots fused
together to create a sphere. It represents a senior person’s maturity and wisdom, the fertility
and growth of new mothers and children, the renewal of life and the immortality of human
existence. The Tree of Life artwork depicts the interconnectedness of all life and the
livelihood of the spirit within us which is the essence of personhood.

Title: His Messenger - Our Prayers
Artist: David General
Location: Waterloo Region Museum, 10 Huron Rd., Kitchener
Created: 2011
Description: In His Messenger - Our Prayers, prayers are carried
on the wings of an eagle as it is set free in fire and smoke. The
prayer being offered is the Thanksgiving Address - Ohenton
Kariwahtekwen . "His Messenger - Our Prayers will help all
peoples - native and non native - realize we sometimes need
divine intervention to get the most out of respect, wisdom, good
minds and cooperation. We should never think we can or need to
face life's toughest challenges alone," said artist David General.

Title: Nature's Realm
Artist: Fred Zavadil
Location: Christopher Children’s Centre, 30 Christopher Dr, Cambridge
Created: 2010
Description: Fashioned from a black walnut tree that formerly grew near the
playground of the original building, this artwork captures natural flora and fauna from
the neighbourhood.
It is comprised of six pieces, the first five being animals that are perched outside the
doorways to each children’s room. The final piece is a bas relief which incorporates
woodland animals in a forest scene. The bas relief is mounted in the entrance
hallway.

Title: Pear Tree
Artist: Mary Catherine Newcomb
Location: Public Health and Social Services atrium, 99 Regina St., Waterloo
Created: Fall 2009
Description: Three intertwined vines cradle a pear and egg-filled nest in this piece
of art made of aluminum, copper and bronze. The vines resemble the universal
medical symbol called a caduceus, while the pear symbolizes nourishment and the
egg-filled nest depicts family and hope. The nest is also a home and child-rearing
place while the vines also symbolize community.

Title: Child Found
Artist: Leslie Drysdale
Location: Police Headquarters, 200 Maple Grove Rd., Cambridge
Created: 2009
Description: The sculpture is a manifestation of the Waterloo Regional Police Service motto:
People Helping People. It depicts a child suspended on a rock precipice along the Grand
River. An officer is reaching up to clasp the arm of the child in the process of guiding and
helping her down. The child reaches down to the safety of the light and the officer's arms.

Title: Solar Collector
Artists: Matt, Rob and Susan Gorbet of Gorbet Design Inc.
Location: Region of Waterloo Operations Centre, 100 Maple Grove Rd.,
Cambridge
Created: 2008
Description: This installation celebrates the Region's commitment to energy
efficiency. The sculpture contains 12 shimmering metal shafts that rise from
different angles on the grassy hill in front of the Region’s Operations Centre.
The solar-powered and interactive installation gathers energy from the sun
during the day to light up at night. Members of the public can view and even
choreograph nightly light performances online at www.solarcollector.ca

Title: Over the Meadow
Artist: Alexander Moyle
Location: Kinsmen Children’s Centre, 651 Concession Rd., Cambridge
Created: 2007
Description: This sculptural ceramic relief, 2.5 metres long and made of
116 tiles, is filled with sculpted creatures adapted from the traditional poem
by Olive A. Wadsworth entitled Over the Meadow in the Sand in the Sun.
The turtles, ducks, owls and beavers are distributed among arching trees
in this fairy tale landscape, which also melds images from other childhood
fables, bringing a sense of whimsy and imagination to the piece. “A
canopied environment hides imaginary yet familiar creatures and critters
found in nature and children’s lore,” Moyle says of his artwork. “It opens a
window to discovery.”

Title: Life in Waterloo Region: An Update
Artist: Marilyn Koop
Location: Region of Waterloo Administrative Headquarters Cafeteria, 150 Frederick St.,
Kitchener
Created: 2004
Artist’s Statement: “Before I started working on this piece, I spent a morning in the cafeteria
looking at Selwyn Dewdney’s murals. Hundreds of years of history and social change
compressed into five artworks: Dewdney certainly had his work cut out for him. My assignment
was to create a contemporary mural that would compliment the work of Selwyn Dewdney (see
“History of Waterloo County Murals” below). I decided to borrow Dewdney’s colour palette and
pump it up a few degrees. Rather than depict particular people, places and events, as he did, I
chose more universal themes. I wanted to reflect our lives in the new millennium, the way we
work, shop, our recreations and pastimes, in such a way that we could all see something of
ourselves when we look at these panels. And, I’m honoured to have my work seen in the
company of Selwyn Dewdney.”

Title: Field of Winds
Artist: Linda Covitt
Location: Region of Waterloo International Airport Terminal Building
Created: 2003
Description: Nine mobiles installed across the airport terminal lawn are identical in
form, each with two branches of leaves poised above a tall, slender brushed
stainless steel pole. The poles ascend in height from 10 to 14 feet, creating an
upward movement across the site. The two branches atop each pole are
constructed so that they move with the slightest breeze. The leaves, graduating in
size from six to eight inches, are made from hammered brass treated with a bluegreen patina. Aluminum light posts line the walkway to the terminal building. Each
supports a stainless steel box with a plaque attached. The plaques are silkscreened with text or images using enamel ink. Each plaque depicts an event from
the rich history of the airport, such as “Mary Weber, 20 years old, learned to fly at
Lexington Field and became the fifth woman in Canada to receive a pilot’s licence”.

Title: Welcoming the World Quilt
Artist: Family Health Team C, Region of Waterloo
Location: Region of Waterloo, Rear Entrance Lobby, 150 Main St.,
Cambridge
Created: 2003
Description: This quilt of squares pieced together has the alternate name
A Quilt of Welcome and was stitched by a group of Region of Waterloo
staff. It is a celebration of cultural diversity and recognizes the wide
variety of families served by family health teams. Each quilt square says
“welcome” in a different language. A legend to the languages is displayed
beside the quilt.

Title: History of Waterloo County Murals
Artist: Selwyn Dewdney
Location: Region of Waterloo Administrative Headquarters
Cafeteria, 150 Frederick St., Kitchener
Created: 1950
Description: These murals, painted in 1950, cover more than
600 square feet and depict Waterloo County from pre-history
years through the 1940s. They were commissioned by the
Waterloo Trust and Savings Company and hung in their King
Street branch until 1993, when they were donated to the Region
of Waterloo by Canada Trust.

Title: Past|Present|Future
Artist: Ernest Daetwyler
Location: Former County Courthouse, 20 Weber St., Kitchener
Created: in progress
Description: The proposed artwork is a series of seven spheres of different materials
relating to evolution and the passage of time. The piece makes a strong artistic
statement in line with the project theme which is evolution of the site and of Regional
government. People will be encouraged to visit the site to engage with the artwork and to
enjoy the public space. The artwork will be located on the Queen Street side of the
property adjacent to the Ontario Heritage Trust historic plaques, and be installed in spring
of 2015.

